
Self-contained Ceiling Mount
Electronic Air Cleaner.

Fits T-Bardrop ceiling or mounts
directly to standard ceiling.
Quieter performance.
Adjustable discharge louvers on
4 sides.
Cleans air better.

Higher capacity.
• Three speed fan.
• Activated carbon after-filter to

remove odors.
Decorator design and finish (blends
with most any decor).



CLEANS AIR BETTER
• Maintains constant output voltage to the cell for maximum
efficiency. With other cleaners the voltage to the cell drops as it
collects and efficiency decreases dramatically.

QUIETER PERFORMANCE
• Less airturbulance than flush mount units makes Cleanaire
quieter and gives higher capacity.

FITS MORE APPLICATIONS
• Low profile design requires only 8'/2 inches above the T-Bar and
will fit applications that others may not. Only 4 inches extend
below the T-Bar ceiling.

100% TESTED
• Each air cleaner is individually tested and operated.

REDUCES HEATING AND COOLING COSTS
Heating and cooling costs can be reduced from 20-40% annually
with Adams Cleanaire® Why exhaust dirty air only to bring in
outdoor polluted air from someone else's business. By cleaning
the indoor air with Cleanaire* introduction of outside air can be
reduced to 1/3 of the minimum recommended 30 cfm per person.
With '/a less airthat must be heated or cooled, you save money.

COMMON APPLICATIONS
• The removal of smoke from the air in bars, lounges, restaurants,
bowling alleys, welding shops, kitchens, club rooms, offices,
computer rooms and a variety of applications.

SPECIFICATIONS

FAN SPEEDS

Low
Medium

High

Unit Weight
Shipping Weight

Dimensions

Electrical
Information

CA-1000T

C.F.M. EFFICIENCY

600 93%

800 88%

WOO 85%

64 Lbs.

73 Lbs.

Width Depth

23"x23"x121/2"

120V 60 Hz

HOW CLEANAIRE WORKS
• A three speed fan draws air through the center intake (1), metal
mesh prefilter (2), electronic cell (3), and activated carbon after-
filter (4). Cleanaire removes airborne pollutants such as dust, dirt,
pollen, tobacco smoke and cooking smoke. Then it distributes the
clean air evenly through four adjustable louvers.

NO OTHER AIR CLEANER OFFERS ALL THESE ADVANTAGES
SIZING
Electronic Air Cleaners should be sized according to the volume of
the room, and the use of the area (air changes per hour method).
An alternate method is to use a certain number of cleaned cfm per
room occupant (number of occupants method). This method
relates back to the air changes per hour method in that statistically,
a given size room put to a given use will probably contain a certain
number of people.

Secondary factors to consider in applying electronic air cleaners
include:

• Ceiling height
• Type of contamination
• Outside air quality
• Rate of contaminant generation
• Anticipated fan speed setting

By considering these secondary factors, the number of air cleaners
required by either sizing method can be adjusted up or down to
account for abnormalities in operating conditions.

AIR CHANGES PER HOUR SIZING METHOD
In accordance with ASHRAE Standard 62-81, the recommended
number of air changes per hour is:
Stores, small offices, homes 4-5 Changes/hr
Computer rooms, waiting rooms,
conference rooms, large offices 6-8
Bowling centers, bingo halls,
beauty shops, cafeterias 10-12
Bars, lounges, discos, hospitals 12-15
Volume of Room Air Changes/Hour
(cu.ft. LxWxH) x (use no. from table) = No. of

60,000 CA-1000T

NUMBER OF OCCUPANTS METHOD
The ASHRAE recommended ventilation airflow per occupant is:
Stores, small offices, homes
Computer rooms, waiting rooms,
conference rooms, large offices
Club rooms, restaurants
Bowling centers, bingo halls,
beauty shops, cafeterias
Bars, lounges, discos, hospitals
Maximum No. Cfm per Occupant
of Occupants x (use no. from table)

1000

7-10cfm/occ.

10-15
15-30

30-35
35-50

= No. of
CA-1000T

If the alternate sizing methods yield widely divergent results,
thought should be given to the secondary factors. One or
more of these factors may vary widely from the norm or
averages, i.e. abnormally high ceiling, or abnormally high
occupant density.
Judgement must be used in these cases as to which number
should be used (or some number in between).
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